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Introduction

The NASA selfcalibratingmultiwavelength pyrometercI)is a recent addition to the listof

pyrometers used in remote temperature measurement in researchand development.The olderone-

color,two-colorand the disappearingfilament pyrometersc2)as well as the multicolorand early
multiwavelengthpyrometers_s)alldo not operatesuccessfullyin situationsinwhich strongambient

radiationcoexistwithradiationoriginatingfrom the measured surface.Figureidepictsthe situation

in question. Radiationdepartingfrom the targetsurfacearrivesat the pyrometer togetherwith

radiationcoming from another source either directlyor through reflection.Unlike the other
pyrometers,the selfcalibratingmultiwavelengthpyrometer can stillcalibrateitselfand measure the

temperaturesinthisadverseenvironment.

Theo 

Inreference1,itwas shown thatvoltagespectrameasured by apyrometer containenough information

to determine allthe quantitiesnecessary for pyrometry. The voltage spectraV(_,T(t))are of

wavelengths _-i,_, --_,,.-_, N>2, attimes tt,t2,..ti,..tn,though measured atunknown temperatures

T(t_)_T(t2)_..#T(ti)_.._T(%),with unknown targetsurfacespectralemissivity_, unknown optical
medium transmissivity_ between the measured surfaceand thepyrometer,and unknown instrument

calibrationconstantg_,alltheseunknowns as wellas the unknown temperaturescan be determined.
The bases ofthe selfcalibratingpyrometer iscontainedin threeequations_I)(Eqns.1-3)connecting

two 2 wavelengths,labeled_ and _.

{[ ci 1 +i]_ 1 (1)

V(;.z,t)

T(l, t)-

I c_ 1 +I) (2)Log gxezz _ _tlsV(Iz, t)

I--N

E T(II' t) (3)

T(t) - I=i
N

With the determinationof a singlenumber, gR£R'CR,allthe other gi£i_iand temperatures T(t)are
automaticallydetermined,gzez_zisdetermined using a leastsquaresvariationalmethod, beginning

by assuming a valueforgRea_a,plottingthe quantityon the le_ hand sideofEqn. i vs the quantity

insidethe curlybracketon the righthand sidetoobtaina straightline,the slopegivesgi%_,.Do this
forallI_R to determineg_El%and use them to calculatethe averagetemperatures T(t).

In the applicationofthismultiwavelength pyrometer to the geometry of figure1,because of the

presenceofthe ambient radiation,the voltagespectrum,now denoted by S(_,t)isgivenin Eqn. 4.
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_. -- _.sexp (c2/_.r(t) ) -1

( c, 1 + l__!__i(l,t)) (4)=gxexzx -_ exp (c2/IT(t) )-i exr_

(ci 1 +ii(l t) )=gxzxzx 15 exp (c2/iT(t) -i

I(_.,t) is the spectral intensity of the ambient radiation and I'(_,t) is a transformation obtained from
it. If I(_,t) and hence I'(_.,t) is slowly and randomly varying with time, then the quantity V(_,t), in
Eqns. I to 3, intrinsically related to the temperature of the measured surface can be recovered and
used to determine the relevant g, e, • and hence the temperatures T(t) by the following steps:

SI: Beginning with t=0, a difference spectrum D(l,t,,0) is formed according to Eqn. 5, between the
first and second measurement.

D(_, t_,to=0)=(S(_, t_)-S(_, to=0))
Ci 1 CI 1 (5 )

=gXZXZl [ _5 exp (c2/iT( tI) ) -I - _--{exp (c2/lT( to=0) )-i

+I/(l, tI)-I/(_, to=0)]

More generally the difference spectrum D(t,_,ti.,) is defined iteratively in Eqn. 6.

D(_, t;,t___)--(S(]_,t_)-S(_, t;__))
Ci 1 Ci 1 (6 )

=gx¢x ZX [ _--_exp (c2/k T( ti) )-i - _---6exp (c2/AT( ti_I))-i

+I/(l, ti) -I/(_, ti__) ]

$2: Form the sum of the difference spectra from t=0 to t=_ according to Eqn. 7.

i

D(]_,C_,t___)= (S(]_,t_)-S(_, t=0))
i=i

C_ 1 (7)C_ 1

=gX¢_rX[-_ exp(c2/ir(t i) )-I )_ exp(c2/iT(t=O) )-i

+I/(I, ti) -I/(l, t=0) ]

$3: Choose a reference time t_. At this time the temperature is T r. Analogous to Eqn. 7, define
the sum of the difference spectra from t=0 to tft_ in Eqn. 8.

i=r

E D(l, ti, ti__) = (S(;(, tr) -S(;(, t=0) )
i=i

c_ 1 (8)c_ 1

=gxzx_ [ l---{exp(c_./IT(tz)) -I _ exp(c2/lT(t=O) )-i

+I/(;(, Cr) -I/(;(, t=0) ]

$4: The difference between Eqn. 7 and Eqn. 8 (Eqn. 9) is the sum of all the difference spectra
between t=t_ and t=_

i r

_v(;_,c_)=_ D(;_,t_,___)-_ D(_, t_,___)= (S(;_,t_)-S(;_,G))
iffil i=I

C_ 1 C_ 1 (9 )

=gx_xrX [ l--_exp (c>./IT( ti) )-i - l--{exp (c2/lT( tr) )-i

+I/(l, ti) -I/(;_, tr) ]
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$5:

$6:

This is rearranged in Eqn. 10.

gxexrxL(l , ti) =gxexzxL(A, tr) +AS(I, Ci) +AI/(I, ti) (I0)

where L(k,t) is the Planck formula, and AS(_,_), AI'(_.,_) are defined as

As(X, _i)=s(X, ci)-s(A, t_) (11)
A I/ (A, ti) =I/(A, ti) -I/ (A, tz)

For constantor slowlyand randomly varyingI(k,t),AI'(k,t)=0,Eqn. i0 becomes

gxz_TxL(A , ti ) =gxexTxL(A, tr) +AS(A, t i) (12)

gxex_xL(_,ti) is the voltage spectrum that the pyrometer would have detected at _ in the absence
of the ambient radiation I(X,_), and it equals gxex_xL(l,t_), the voltage spectrum that the

pyrometer would have detected at time t, in the absence of the ambient radiation plus AS(I,_),
the increase in the sum of difference spectra when the target temperature has changed from

T(t_) to T(_) between time t_ and time _. The expression for V(l,t) is now given by Eqn. 13.

V(A, ti) =gxex_xL(A, tr) +AS(A, t/) (13)

Experiment and Results

The voltages V(X,t) in Eqns. 1 to 3 in the derivation of the self-calibrating multiwavelength pyrometer
in reference 1 are now given by Eqn. 13. By direct substitution and minor modification, using
difference spectra obtained in steps (S1 to $6) are processed to determine the unknown temperatures
and all the necessary calibration constants. Substituting Eqn. 13 in Eqn. 1 and rearranging giveg

Eqn. 14.

AS(A z,t)=

C 1

g rr, r'Cr -grfl i_ i L ( AI , T r )

( )'cJASR +i "_-1

L(I a, T:) +AS(A a, t)/gaeaxa

Referringto Eqn. 14,assigna value for gR£R_Rand a value forTr,evaluatethe quantityinsidethe
curlybracketon the righthand sideand use itto plotagainstthe quantityon the lefthand sideof

it.A straightlineisobtained.Standard leastsquaresmethod isused todetermine itsslope,which

isgle,¢I.Another leastsquares procedureisused todeterminegR£R¢Rand T, as follows:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)

Choose a value for T_.
Choose a wavelength for _ and a wavelength for _ and a value for gseR_a.
Plot the data according to Eqn 14 to determine the gx£1_,from the slopes.
Do so for all IcR.
Use the so determined gieFi to calculate the temperatures T(t) according to Eqns. 2, 3 and 13.
Transform the spectra V(_,t) into a single large data set (x,y). The wavelength _ is
transformed into c_%T(t), the transformed wavelength, the voltage V(_,t) is transformed by
first dividing by giEi_i and then by T(t) s, the 5th power of the spectrum temperature, according
to the prescription

c2 v(A, t) 1 c_ _ x s
x= AT(t------_' y= A T(t) s- s ex_l (15)

C2

The transformed (x,y) data obey the generalized non-dimensional Planck function. The (x,y)

data are fittedtothe PlanckfunctioninEqn. 15 by calculatingthe residualZ,definedas the

sum ofthe squaresofthe differencebetween thetransformedYland the calculatedy evaluated



8)
9)
10)
11)

by substituting the transformed x I in the y equation in Eqn 15 for all the data.
A new value for gRSR_Xis selected, and steps (2 to 7) repeated.
The value of gzeR_x that produced the least Z is recorded.
Choose a new value for Tr, repeat steps (2 to 9).
The combination of gReR_xand T, that produced the least over all Z is the correct one we are
after.

When gze_z,T, are determined,the otherT(t)are alsodetermined.In one stroke,everythingthatis

needed inpyrometry fortemperaturemeasurement isdetermined. Temperatures at any time inthe

pastorinthe futureare determined from each _,accordingtoEqn 3 or by leastsquarescurvefitting.
As isevident,the pyrometer requiresno priorcalibration.The procedures(1to 11)can be repeated

as oftenas necessaryduring an experiment toupdate the selfcalibratingprocess.

A simulation experiment of the condition in figure 1 is shown in figure 2. It consisted of a black body
furnace and the spectrometer of a multiwavelength pyrometer; between them were placed a quartz
lamp and a slab of transmitting material (zinc selenide, ZnSe). This transmitting material was
polished so that it possessed optical quality parallel surfaces. It was then positioned between the
quartz lamp and the spectrometer so that the black body radiation transmitted through it, and the
quartz lamp radiation, specularly reflected, would arrive and mix at the pyrometer detector. ,The
ZnSe-transmittedblackbody radiationsimulatedthetargetsurfaceradiation;theZnSe transmissivity

isunknown and simulatedthe targetsurfaceemissivity;the more intense,specularlyreflectedquartz

lamp radiationinthissimulationreplacedtheweaker, diffuselyreflectedambient radiationnormally
would be encounterin an actualexperiment.The quartzlamp emitted(1)shortwavelength (_.< 2.5

tun)radiationtransmittedfrom thefilamentthrough itsenvelopeand (2)longerwavelength radiation

emittedby the envelopeafteritstemperaturehad increased.

In thisexperiment,the spectrometerofa multiwavelengthpyrometer recordeda seriesofspectra.A

stablepower supply generated a constantcurrentthrough the quartz lamp filamentto produce a
constantradiationflux. The temperatureofthe black body furnacewas graduallyincreased.The

blackbody furnacetemperaturewas measured using atype G thermocouple.The TC measured black

body furnacetemperatures are763,871,984,1101,1224 and 1351 K. Six ofthe changingspectraare

shown in figure3. These spectraspanned the spectralregionfrom 1.3to 14.5tun. Itrecordedthe

directvoltageoutput ofthe indium antimonide and mercury cadmium telluridedetectors.

Results The spectrum minima in figure 3 are due to atmospheric CO 2 and H20 absorptions i_
the optical path between the detector and the black body source. One of the spectra in figure 3 is
chosen as the reference, it is subtracted from the other spectra, including itself. The difference

spectra so generated are shown in figure 4. Following the analysis above, ks is chosen to be 5 tun.
An arbitrary initial value for gRSZ_Zis USed, plots according to Eqn. 14 are made. Figure 5 shows the
case for ks=5 tim, and _=2 tun, gz¢z_R--1.6468, and T,=1224 If. It is indeed a straight line. The slope
(i.e. gx£xxl)of plots like this at other wavelengths are obtained using least squares method. They are
plotted in fig. 6. These g_l_i are now used to calculate the temperature of each spectrum according
to Eqn. 2. The intrinsic voltages are given by Eqn. 13, and the calculated temperatures are shown in
fig. 7. They are almost independent of wavelength. The explosion at the shortest wavelength and low
temperatures are due to poor signal to noise there. At some wavelengths, there is no solution to Eqn.
2 which involves the logarithm. When data at these wavelengths are excluded, averages are obtained

accordingtoEqn. 3. These averages,and everythingthatdepends on gRER'CRchange when gR£R_Rtakes
on differentvalues. Of the many possiblevaluesthatgReR_XCan assume, we identifythe correctone

usingthe leastsquarescurvefittingproceduredescribedin stepsi to11. Least squaresfittingofthe
transformed data to the non-dimensionalPlanck formula is shown in figure8.The agreement is

excellent.

Once the value of gReR_Rand T, are fixed, the values of all other gxelxl and the temperatures of the
other spectra are fixed as a consequence. These temperatures are 750, 864, 981, 1101, 1224 and 1354
K. The pyrometry measured temperatures and the TC measured temperatures are compared in fig. 9.
They differ by less then 2%. Obviously the pyrometer measured these temperatures without having
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been previouslycalibrated.

Four of the 445 wavelengths were selected for a similar analysis, a smaller (x,y) data set is now
generated. These wavelengths were 2.4, 3, 4 and 5 tun. The value of gReRXRthat produced the least
squares is 1.647, almost exactly the same as before. The resulting fit of the data to the generalized
Planck function is performed and shown in figure 10. The temperatures determined were also almost
exactly the same. The choice of these 4 wavelengths occur in the regions where the signal is strongest
in the temperature range that measurements were made.

Conclusion

The multiwavelength pyrometer successfullymeasured the temperatures of a black body furnace

viewed through atransparentwindow ofunknown transmissivity,inthepresenceofconstantorslowly
and randomly varying strongambient radiation.The measurement errorislessthan 2%. This is

significantbecause the pyrometer isnot previouslycalibratedwith a standard such as a blackbody

furnace.The use ofonly4 wavelengthsinthemost optimalspectralregionsproduced almostidentical

results,reducing the amount ofdata and data acquisitiontime by a factorofover 100.
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